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RF interference, tag quantity, ambient RF noise, and even building materials 
near an RFID installation all affect system performance. Most users configure 
their readers for worst case scenarios, often compromising best performance 
in the process. With the Speedway Revolution’s Autopilot, innovative firmware 
features work together, automatically optimizing the reader operation to its 
environment—delivering peak performance at all times.

> Autoset  continuously optimizes the reader’s configuration for the best, 
most reliable performance. The Speedway Revolution senses levels of RF 
noise and interference, automatically selecting the appropriate settings.

> Low duty cycle  reduces RF interference, power consumption, and energy 
costs. The Speedway Revolution only transmits when tags are in the field, 
helping to clear the air of unnecessary RF noise.

> Dynamic antenna switching  improves throughput and helps the reader 
work more efficiently. Speedway Revolution senses where tags are in the field and automatically focuses 
more time on the antennas with the largest tag populations in view. For example, if a low-height pallet 
follows taller pallets through a portal, the Speedway Revolution reduces time spent on antennas in the 
upper positions. 

And the Speedway Revolution improves upon the advanced hardware capabilities which made the original 
Speedway the reader of choice for many demanding customers
interference rejection , and item-level carrier cancellation . 

As a technology partner with Impinj, DilinxRFID is a unique technology innova-
tor and advanced manufacturer in the global RFID market incorporating the 
world-leading Battery-Assisted Passive ("BAP") and Printed Battery technologies 
into its own manufacturing capabilities. We provide highly reliable readers and 
BAP tags for target applications like Aerospace, Pharma, Parking Control System, 
Personnel Tracking, Cold Chain for food and medicines, and general logistics in 
challenging environments.  

www.DilinxRFID.com.
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Autopilot

Impinj, Inc. is the leading provider of UHF RFID solutions for identifying, locating and authenticating items. Impinj’s GrandPrix™ technology platform is the most comprehensive and widely adopted 
in our industry. 


